Recent research showed that cognitive emotion regulation (ER) both increases activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and decreases striatal responsivity to monetary rewards. Using a mixed monetary incentive delay/memory task as well as functional magnetic resonance imaging, we tested in healthy subjects whether ER effectively attenuates striatal reward encoding during the anticipation of reward (V1.00 vs. V0.05 reward cues) as well as subsequent target reaction times (RTs), which are an indicator of motivation to obtain reward. ER significantly diminished feelings of pleasant anticipation and slowed down V1.00 target RT. At the neural level, ER increased activity in the DLPFC and attenuated reward encoding in the left putamen. Analyses of psychophysiological interaction revealed that DLPFC activity correlated more positively with putamen activity during V0.05 than during V1.00 reward trials. Furthermore, parametric modulations showed that anticipatory left putamen activity correlated with target RT during nonregulation. No such correlation could be observed during ER, suggesting that ER had abolished preparatory target RT encoding. Our results provide evidence that ER can attenuate behavioral and striatal measures of reward-related motivation and motor preparation. Furthermore, the present findings suggest that the DLPFC might contribute to successful regulation of reward via increased promotion of low-reward responses.
Introduction
Recent research showed that cognitive emotion regulation such as reappraisal (Ochsner and Gross 2005) can effectively decrease both emotional (e.g., pleasant anticipation) and striatal responses during the anticipation of monetary reward (Delgado et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ). However, these studies did not provide evidence that such regulation can ultimately affect motivation to obtain reward. Such motivation can be inferred from response reaction times (RTs) to targets that were preceded by reward predicting cues (Bindra 1968; Brown and Bowman 1995; Watanabe et al. 2001) . One way for motivation-laden ventral striatal reward cue information (Berridge 2007; Balleine and O'Doherty 2010) to affect or facilitate action could be via striatonigro-striatal spiral loops (Haber et al. 2000; Groenewegen et al. 2009 ), which allow information to be transferred and accumulated through different functional striatal regions with ultimate convergence within the dorsal striatum (Haber and Knutson 2010) . Furthermore, there is now considerable evidence for functionally distinct limbic, associative, and motor frontostriatal circuits (Alexander et al. 1990; Grahn et al. 2008; Aron et al. 2009 ). Integration in the striatum could also be accomplished in convergence zones, where prefrontal cortex (PFC) fibers from different frontostriatal circuits converge and so permit information exchange among the circuits (Joel and Weiner 1994; Haber et al. 2006; Draganski et al. 2008) . Remarkably, said circuits enable PFC areas to modulate information processing in their respective striatal targets, which could be the source of the reported impact of emotion regulation on striatal reward encoding (Delgado et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ).
The objective of the current study was therefore to investigate whether emotion regulation would be effective in decreasing behaviorally measured motivation to obtain reward. Furthermore, we aimed to determine where in the striatum or ''when'' in the process of ''motivation into action'' conversion (Mogenson et al. 1980 ) emotion regulation would modulate reward cue and motivation encoding. Third, we were interested which of the commonly reported PFC emotion regulation areas might exert direct modulatory control over the striatum to bring about such effects. We supposed that the DLPFC was a promising candidate because DLPFC activity had correlated with both physiological measures of successful regulation and reduction of striatal reward responsivity in a previous study (Delgado et al. 2008 ). Finally, a common criticism of emotion regulation studies relates to the fact that they often do not control for eye movements/gaze fixation ). To avoid this problem, we developed a mixed reward/memory task ): Subjects were presented with different reward gain cues (V1.00 vs. V0.05 coins). In order to obtain the predicted reward, participants were forced to memorize and report the seen reward magnitudes in a subsequent target period. Furthermore, for blocks of 5 such trials, subjects had to either permit all upcoming feelings of pleasant anticipation or to distance themselves explicitly from them. The latter is a form of reappraisal strategy that has proven to effectively reduce feelings, as well as striatal and amygdala reactivity, in response to positive and negative stimuli (Ochsner et al. 2004; Goldin et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ).
Materials and Methods
Participants A total of 24 right-handed subjects (11 males, 13 females; mean age 25.05 years standard deviation [SD] ± 2.79) without any history of medical, psychiatric, or neurological illness or regular intake of medication participated in the study. Subjects were of European ancestry. All subjects gave their written informed consent. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Experimental Design and Task
We used a modified version of the monetary incentive delay task Abler et al. 2005; Staudinger et al. 2009 ) with the factors expected reward (expecting to win V1.00 vs. V0.05) and strategy (permitting experience of vs. distancing from feelings of pleasant anticipation), yielding a 2 3 2 factorial design. Each trial was preceded by a variable jitter that varied from 1000 to 4600 ms in 400-ms steps. At the beginning of the trial (5750 ms), subjects saw a cue (coin) indicating the amount of money (V1.00 vs. V0.05) to be won (750 ms), followed by a delay period of 3000 ms ( Fig. 1 ; cue + delay = anticipation period). Subjects were instructed to attend to and memorize the announced expected reward. A target (750 ms) consisting of 2 white balls that displayed the 2 possibly announced reward magnitudes (''100'' = V1.00, ''005'' = V0.05) then appeared on the screen. Subjects had to report the memorized expected reward by choosing the respective ball and pushing the assigned joystick button with their right hand (right thumb/left ball, right index finger/right ball). The 100 and 005 balls could appear on either the left or the right side of the display. The relative position of the 2 balls was varied pseudorandomly from trial to trial (<3 times at the same position). By responding with the appropriate push of the button, subjects became eligible to win the announced amount of money. Thus, subjects were forced to initially look at the displayed reward coins and memorize the predicted gain magnitudes at stake so that possible regulation effects on motivation, feelings, and neural reward encoding during the anticipation period could not be explained by avoidance of stimulus processing . After the target period, a feedback display (1250 ms) informed the subjects whether they had pushed the correct button (target ball turning green) or not (target ball turning red). In between trials and during the expectation period, a fixation cross appeared on the screen.
Blocks of 5 trials were preceded by a written cue (5000 ms) that instructed subjects either to permit all upcoming reward-related feelings of pleasant anticipation (permit) or to distance themselves explicitly from them (regulate). Distancing is an antecedent-focused reappraisal strategy (Ochsner and Gross 2005) , in which subjects try to reinterpret the meaning of a stimulus to reduce its emotional impact. In our study, subjects were trained to achieve distancing by detaching themselves from all upcoming feelings of pleasant anticipation and behaving as a neutral observer. This distancing strategy has proved effective in reducing feelings, as well as striatal reward signals, in previous emotion regulation studies (Beauregard et al. 2001; Ochsner et al. 2004; Ochsner and Gross 2005; Goldin et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ). The instructions were as follows (translation from German):
In permit blocks, you may behave as is normal, that is, you should allow possible feelings (like eager and happy anticipation of reward) during the delay period to come up and to be perceived. In distance blocks, your task is to avoid the appearance of these reward-related feelings. For that purpose, adopt the position of a neutral observer, disengaging from any emotions, taking the game strictly matter-of-factly as an operational task.
Prior to the scanning session, subjects were taught the distancing strategy and completed a 20-min practice version of the task. During scanning, each participant completed a total of 100 trials/20 blocks (25 trials per condition/10 blocks of permit vs. regulate each). At the end of each experiment, subjects rated on a 7-point Likert scale how much the reward cues had evoked feelings of pleasant anticipation in the different regulation conditions. We did not obtain trial-by-trial online ratings because self-monitoring and labeling of emotions can already alter brain and behavioral responses (Haynes and Horn 1982; Hariri et al. 2000) . Subjects were told in advance that only 60% of the correct responses were paid off after the experiment. Individual gains were calculated as the sum of reward cue values of all correctly responded trials, multiplied by 0.6, yielding a maximum total gain of V31.50. Subjects received their gains via bank transfer within 2 weeks after scanning.
FMRI Acquisition
We collected functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data using a 3.0-T whole-body MRI system equipped with a head coil (Trio; Siemens Medical Solutions). T Ã 2 -weighted functional images were obtained using echo planar imaging (EPI; repetition time = 1650 ms, echo time = 25 ms, 25% gap, voxel size 3 3 3 3 3 mm). One volume consisted of 30 slices that covered the whole brain, except for the most dorsal parts of the parietal lobes as well as caudal aspects of the cerebellum.
FMRI Data Analysis
Data analyses were carried out using Statistical Parametric Mapping 5 (SPM5, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Individual functional images were corrected for motion artifacts by realignment to the first volume of the run. All functional images were spatially normalized (2 3 2 3 2 mm) to an EPI template in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and were spatially smoothed with a 8-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. After preprocessing, first-level analysis was performed for each subject to estimate parameters for the different conditions with a general linear model. Intrinsic autocorrelations were accounted for by the first-order autoregressive AR(1) process, and low-frequency drifts were removed via a high-pass filtering (160 s).
Analysis of Neural Signals during the Anticipation Period
In a first single-subject model, we included separate regressors for each of the 4 anticipation conditions (expecting to win V1.00/V0.05 3 permit/regulate; each modeled as spanning the cue + delay period = 3.75 s) and additional regressors of no interest for the target period (left vs. right button presses, modeled as separate regressors), feedback period, error trials, and instructions as well as the 6 realignment parameters. All but the motion regressors were convolved with the hemodynamic response function. For group analyses of the anticipation period, we set up a full-factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with the factors of expected reward (V1.00, V0.05 cues) and strategy (permit, regulate). Figure 1 . Experimental design. A 2 3 2 factorial design with the factors expected reward (expecting to win V1.00 vs. V0.05) and strategy (permit vs. regulate). Each trial started with a display of a cue (coin) indicating the amount of money to be won, followed by a delay period of 3000 ms (cue þ delay 5 anticipation period). During target display, subjects had to report the memorized expected reward by choosing the respective ball (100 5 V1.00 cue, 005 5 V0.05 cue). During feedback, subjects were informed whether they had pushed the correct button (target ball turning green) or not (target ball turning red). Prior to each block of 5 trials, a written cue instructed subjects either to permit all upcoming reward-related feelings of pleasant anticipation (permit) or to distance themselves explicitly from them (reappraisal and regulate).
Psychophysiological Interaction Analysis
Following our hypothesis that attenuation of reward encoding in the striatum during reappraisal is caused by top-down modulation via prefrontal areas implicated in emotion regulation itself, we applied an analysis of psychophysiological interaction (PPI). The basic assumption of PPI is that the blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) signal in a target region can be explained by an interaction between physiological activity in a seed region and a psychological or experimental factor (Friston et al. 1997) . In our study, we hypothesized that activity in the striatum during reward anticipation was a function of activity in the PFC (that showed a main effect of emotion regulation) 3 the experimental factor of expected reward, resulting in the observed striatal interaction pattern emotion regulation 3 expected reward (Bingel et al. 2007 ). Note that PPIs have an asymmetrical character in that testing for a PPI from a seed region A to B is not identical to testing for a PPI from B to A (Stephan 2004 ). However, a significant PPI from A to B does not allow inferring a causal or even clear-cut directional influence of A on B. There are 2 alternative perspectives on PPI: 1) the psychological or experimental factor modulates the contribution of the seed region to the to be identified region or 2) contribution from (i.e., level of activity in) the seed region modulates the responsiveness of the to be identified region to the psychological or experimental factor (Friston et al. 1997; Bingel et al. 2007 ). In the present experiment, we referred to the latter reading and assumed that increased activity in the PFC (i.e., during reappraisal) would come along with decreased striatal expected reward encoding, that is, that the striatum would differentiate between V1.00 and V0.05 cues if, and only if, PFC activity was low.
A right DLPFC region was chosen as the PPI seed region based on our random effects analyses. To ensure compatibility of extracted time series across subjects, we used a combination of anatomical and functional constraints: MNI coordinates of the group DLPFC maximum were used as a starting point. Subject-specific local maxima were chosen in each case so long as they 1) were within twice the FWHM of the smoothing kernel, 2) were located within the middle frontal gyrus, and 3) survived a threshold of P < 0.05 uncorrected (Smith et al. 2006) . No subject had to be excluded on the basis of nonsatisfaction of these criteria. Individual time series were extracted by means of the principal eigenvariate (volume of interest) function across all significant voxels within a 4 mm sphere and adjusted for a contrast that included the 4 anticipation regressors to remove effects of no interest. To create the PPI term, we calculated the element-by-element product of the DLPFC time series and a contrast vector encoding for the main effect of expected reward (V1.00 > V0.05 cues, irrespective of strategy) (Schmack et al. 2008 ). Subsequently, we estimated a single-subject model, which included regressors for the interaction term (PPI.ppi, the psychophysiological variable), the expected reward stimulus function (the psychological variable), and the time series of the DLPFC (the physiological variable). A [1] contrast on the PPI.ppi regressor was estimated. Using a second-level one-sample t-test, we then tested for a modulatory influence of the DLPFC on expected reward encoding in target areas [-1]. Subsequently, for each subject, we regressed meancorrected DLPFC activity (independent variable) against mean-corrected putamen activity, which was extracted from the PPI maximum (dependent variable; eigenvariate within 4 mm sphere around group maximum). We averaged activity over the duration of the anticipation period of 3.75 s, taking into account a 6 s BOLD lag (Stephan et al. 2003) . To plot DLPFC against putamen activity for high-and lowreward trials separately, we derived group mean regression coefficients (slopes) as well as mean constants for each reward level (linear regression, SPSS 18).
Parametric Modulation Analysis
To determine whether activity in the striatum during the anticipation period encoded subsequent RT and whether emotion regulation modulated this encoding activity, we used a parametric modulation approach (Buchel et al. 1996; Preuschoff et al. 2006; Staudinger et al. 2009 ). In a modified single-subject model, we included an anticipation period zeroth-order regressor (separate regressors for permit and regulate) that included both reward cues (V1.00 and V0.05). Individual trial-by-trial RT values were then input into the model as parametric modulators of the respective zeroth-order regressor to test whether the anticipation signal in target regions correlated linearly with subsequent target RT (first-order regressor). In SPM, the parametric modulation regressor is mean corrected to be orthogonal to the zeroth-order regressor. In so doing, parametric regressors are only minimally correlated with zeroth-order regressors (uniquely specified) and can be estimated validly (Henson 2007) . Furthermore, we included the same regressors of no interest as in the first single-subject model (see above). In a second-level analysis, we then used paired t-tests on the first-order predictors to test whether RT correlated significantly more strongly (negatively) with neural anticipation signals during the permit than during the regulate strategy ([-1 1]) and a one-sample t-test to test whether encoding of RT was still present during regulation. To plot group parametric responses for each strategy, we calculated the averaged BOLD response for different RT values as Y = mean (beta estimate first-order regressor) 3 RT + mean (beta estimate zeroth-order regressor), where the 0th and 1st order beta estimates represent the constant and slope of the estimated regression line, respectively, and multiplied obtained values with the hemodynamic response function (Eippert et al. 2008; Buhler et al. 2009 ).
Statistical Correction
Because we had a priori hypotheses about the striatum, we used saved region of interest (ROI) masks derived from automatic anatomical labeling (WFU Pickatlas) comprising the putamen, nucleus accumbens, and caudate. In our ROI analyses, we report regions that survive cluster-and voxel-level correction for multiple comparisons (family-wise error [FWE]) at P < 0.05 across the striatal ROI (ROI analysis option in SPM). Wholebrain analyses were thresholded at P < 0.05, FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster-level across the whole brain.
Results

RTs and Self-reported Ratings
Subjects responded correctly in 97.29% (±2.59 SD) of the trials. A repeated-measures ANOVA on individual median RT with the factors of strategy (permit, regulate) and expected reward (V1.00, V0.05) revealed a main effect of strategy (F 1,23 = 4.40, P < 0.05), a main effect of expected reward (F 1,23 = 4.97, P < 0.05), and an interaction strategy 3 expected reward (F 1,23 = 4.62, P < 0.05; Fig.  2A ). Post hoc t-tests demonstrated that subjects reacted significantly faster after presentation of V1.00 cues as compared with V0.05 cues during the permit condition (t 23 = 3.66, P = 0.001). This RT difference was abolished during regulation (t 23 = 0.07, P = 0.95), caused by slowing of V1.00 RT. Furthermore, we wanted to rule out that emotion regulation as compared with nonregulation led to a decrease of within-subject variance of RT. Such a decrease could have compromised neural findings of the parametric modulation analysis, which we used to determine whether RT encoding in the brain is abolished during emotion regulation. Because median RT do not reflect within-subject variance, we calculated the variance of individual RT across all permit and all regulate trials separately. A paired t-test on withinsubject RT variance revealed no significant difference between strategies (permit: mean RT variance 4272 ± 1511 SD, regulate: mean RT variance 4756 ± 1903 SD; t 23 = 1.71, P = 0.10). If anything, RT variance tended to increase during emotion regulation.
A paired t-test on rating data showed a significant decrease of self-reported feelings of pleasant anticipation during regulation (permit: 4.08; regulate: 2.50; t 23 = 6.81, P < 0.001; Fig. 2B ).
Neuroimaging Data
Neural Signals during the Anticipation Period For second-level analyses of the anticipation period, we set up an ANOVA model with the factors of expected reward (V1.00, V0.05 cues) and strategy (permit, regulate). In a whole-brain analysis, we observed a main effect of expected reward (V1.00 > V0.05) in bilateral nucleus accumbens, in anterior aspects of bilateral putamen, and in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and middle cingulate cortex (P < 0.05, FWE cluster-level corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain, see Table 1 ). Thus, striatal activity confirmed that subjects built up a neural reward expectation Preuschoff et al. 2006) . In conjunction with the RT results, this finding also indicated that subjects had been effectively encoding the task as an incentive/motivation-inducing task. The contrast of regulate > permit revealed a main effect of emotion regulation in right temporal parietal junction/inferior parietal lobe (TPJ/IPL), right DLPFC (BA 9-middle frontal gyrus), and left middle temporal gyrus (P < 0.05, FWE clusterlevel corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain, Table 1 , Fig. 4A ). The interaction contrast ([V1.00 < V0.05] Permit + [V1.00 > V0.05] Regulate ) did not yield significant activity at our predefined statistical threshold, demonstrating that there were no regulation areas that were activated during difficult regulation (i.e., V1.00) trials only. Importantly, we did not observe a main effect of permit > regulate in the visual cortex or any other area of the brain, which suggests that subjects did not avert their eyes during emotion regulation and which is in line with task demands that forced subjects to look at reward cues during both strategies. Having hypothesized that emotion regulation would decrease reward encoding in the striatum, we looked for a second interaction strategy 3 expected reward in the striatum ([V1.00 > V0.05] Permit + [V1.00 < V0.05] Regulate ; ROI analysis, see Materials and Methods). To ensure that significant interactions were restricted to areas that encoded reward in the first place (i.e., during permit), we tested the aforementioned interaction contrast in conjunction with the simple main effect of V1.00 > V0.05 during permit (conjunction option) (Nichols et al. 2005) . We found a significant attenuation of reward encoding during emotion regulation in sensorimotor and associative domains (Alexander et al. 1990; Haber et al. 2006; Grahn et al. 2008; Aron et al. 2009 ) of the left dorsal putamen ( Fig. 3 ; Table  1 ; MNI space coordinates: x, y, z: -20, -4, 10; t = 5.74; and MNI: x, y, z: -24, 4, 8; t = 5.59; both P < 0.05, FWE cluster-and voxel-level corrected for multiple comparisons for striatal ROI).
Mean beta estimates of this cluster show that neural reward encoding, present during permitted experience of pleasant anticipation, was abolished during distancing from feelings (Fig.  3) . Testing the latter interaction contrast without conjunction with the simple main effect yielded the same activated clusters (Table 1) .
PPI Analysis
We had hypothesized that increased, reappraisal-driven activity in the PFC would come along with diminished reward encoding in the striatum. The ANOVA had revealed reappraisal-related activity increases in the right DLPFC. As of the observed reappraisal areas (regulate > permit contrast, Fig. 4A ), only the DLPFC has been convincingly shown to project to the striatum Haber et al. 2006; Postuma and Dagher 2006; Draganski et al. 2008 ), we selected this prefrontal area as a seed region and tested a PPI between physiological activity in the DLPFC and responsiveness to expected reward (i.e., V1.00 > V0.05) in the striatum (see Materials and Methods) . This PPI analysis revealed significant activity in the left dorsal putamen (one-sample t-test [-1]; Fig. 4B ; MNI: x, y, z: -26, 2, 6; t = 6.05; P < 0.05, FWE cluster-and voxel-level corrected for multiple comparisons for striatal ROI; Table 2 ). Note that the PPI maximum had also shown an interaction pattern emotion regulation 3 expected reward in the conventional ANOVA analysis (t = 5.14) and that its locus corresponds with the second ANOVA interaction maximum. Because we had let reward modulate the connectivity between the DLPFC and the target region, the PPI had tested for a significant difference of regression slopes of V0.05 as compared with V1.00 trials in the regression of DLPFC on target activity. To determine whether the respective slopes were actually positive or negative, we regressed individual mean-corrected DLPFC activity against mean-corrected putamen activity and calculated group mean regression coefficients (slopes m) as well as mean constants for high-and low-reward trials separately (see Materials and Methods) (Friston et al. 1997; Stephan et al. 2003) . This exploratory analysis revealed that the slope for interaction between physiological (reappraisal-driven) activity in the right DLPFC (seed) and responsiveness to expected reward (context-dependent modulation) revealed significant activation in the left putamen (P \ 0.05, FWE cluster-and voxel-level corrected for multiple comparisons for automatic anatomical labeling striatum ROI). The locus corresponded with the second interaction maximum derived from the ANOVA analysis (Table 2) . Rightmost: Group mean slopes for V1.00 trials and V0.05 trials in the regression of DLPFC against putamen activity. The slope for V1.00 trials was less positive than for V0.05 trials (V0.05: m 5 0.26, V1.00: m 5 0.14). Thus, PPI results were consistent with the idea that the DLPFC contributed to attenuation of reward encoding by an increased promotion of V0.05 cue responses. a.u., activity is given in arbitrary units. Figure 3 . Emotion regulation effects on neural reward encoding during the anticipation period (SPM ANOVA). Significant attenuation of reward encoding during reappraisal in associative and sensorimotor domains of the left putamen (P \ 0.05 FWE cluster-and voxel-level corrected for automatic anatomical labeling striatum ROI). Mean beta estimates of the interaction maximum illustrate that V1.00 [ V0.05 encoding, present during permitted experience of pleasant anticipation, was abolished during distancing from feelings.
V1.00 trials was not negative but less positive than for V0.05 trials ( Fig. 4B ; V0.05: m = 0.26, 0.021 standard error [SE]; V1.00: m = 0.14, 0.022 SE).
Parametric Modulation Analysis
We also aimed to explore whether neural activity during the anticipation period reflected the observed RT effects which had indicated a reappraisal-dependent attenuation of motivation to obtain V1.00 reward. Therefore, we applied a parametric modulation analysis. Individual trial-by-trial RT values were used as parametric modulators of the anticipation signal during permit and regulate trials separately to estimate whether the anticipation signal in striatal regions correlated linearly with subsequent target RT (see Materials and Methods). We then used paired t-tests on the first-order parametric predictors to determine whether RT correlated significantly more strongly negatively with neural anticipation signals during the permit than during the regulate strategy [-1 1] . We observed significant activity in the left and right putamen ( Fig. 5A ; MNI: x, y, z: -26, 0, -4; t = 5.47; and MNI: x, y, z: 26, -8, 10; t = 6.20; both P < 0.05, FWE cluster-and voxellevel corrected for multiple comparisons for striatal ROI; Table 2 ). The plot in Figure 5B shows group averaged parametric responses for each strategy. Neural activity during the anticipation of reward linearly encoded subsequent RT during nonregulation: higher activity was accompanied by faster RT (and vice versa). During reappraisal, the putamen did not correlate with RT. Furthermore, testing for encoding of RT during reappraisal alone (one-sample t-test on first-order parametric regressor of the regulation condition [-1]) did not reveal significant activity, even when lowering the threshold to P < 0.005, uncorrected ( Table 2 ), suggesting that no other brain structure took over the task of RT encoding during regulation. What is more, our results held even when we applied inverse transformation to RT, known to eliminate outlier RT (Ratcliff 1993) Figure 6 summarizes the neural results: There was substantial overlap between ANOVA-and PPI-derived effects on reward encoding during reward anticipation in the dorsal striatum at the intersection of associative (MNI y > 0) and sensorimotor (MNI y < 0) putamen (Alexander et al. 1990; Haber et al. 2006 ; Note: -, Indicates the absence of contrast-related activation. All activations P \ 0.05, FWE cluster-and voxel-level corrected for striatal ROI. *Neither significant at ROI threshold nor at P \ 0.005, whole-brain uncorrected. x, y, z coordinates refer to MNI space. R, right; L, left. Grahn et al. 2008; Aron et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, there was a third anticipation putamen cluster located slightly more ventrally demonstrating significant correlation with target RT during permitting and no correlation with RT encoding during distancing from feelings.
Results Summary
Discussion
We have shown that reappraisal significantly diminished both feelings of pleasant anticipation and behaviorally inferred motivation related to monetary reward. At the neural level, emotion regulation increased activity in the right DLPFC and attenuated anticipatory reward cue encoding (V1.00 > V0.05 gain cues) in the left putamen. Consistently, analyses of PPI revealed that DLPFC activity correlated more positively with putamen activity during V0.05 than during V1.00 reward trials. Finally, parametric modulations demonstrated that anticipation-related left putamen activity in a cluster slightly more ventrally correlated with subsequent target RT during nonregulation. This RT encoding was abolished during reappraisal. The finding that emotion regulation decreases feelings and striatal reward encoding (V1.00 > V0.05 gain cues) replicates previous reports (Delgado et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ). However, the present study is the first to demonstrate that such regulatory effects can go beyond anticipation and affect instrumental action to obtain reward: reappraisal slowed down V1.00 target RT exclusively, which can be interpreted as diminished response vigor or effort (i.e., motivation) to obtain reward (Bindra 1968; Brown and Bowman 1995; Watanabe et al. 2001; Abler et al. 2005) . Furthermore, it is unlikely that the RT slowing effect was simply caused by greater overall distraction during regulation attempts because in this case distraction should have led to a slowing of V0.05 target RT as well. Thus, our findings suggest that emotion regulation may be suitable to attenuate motivation and to prevent reward approach, which encourages future research into its usefulness in the therapy of disorders that are characterized by impulsive, detrimental decisions. Such studies should also obtain measures such as skin conductance responses, blood pressure, or heart rate, which could support the motivation decreasing effect of reappraisal from a physiological perspective.
Attenuation of reward encoding could be observed in the left putamen (Alexander et al. 1990; Haber et al. 2006; Aron et al. 2009 ). Reward cue-induced activity in the putamen is in accordance with previous studies that implicated the putamen in the anticipation and evaluation (i.e., generation of prediction errors) of reward (McClure et al. 2003; Preuschoff et al. 2006) . Such cue-related information might reach the putamen via sequential striato-nigro-striatal projections originating in the ventral striatum (VST) (Haber et al. 2000; Groenewegen et al. 2009 ) or via diffuse projections from the limbic ACC-VST corticostriatal network (Haber et al. 2006; Draganski et al. 2008; Haber and Rauch 2010) . Furthermore, the putamen is involved in action selection, preparation, and initiation (Jaeger et al. 1993; Boussaoud and Kermadi 1997; Krams et al. 1998; Frank et al. 2004; Gerardin et al. 2004; Yin and Knowlton 2006; Balleine and O'Doherty 2010) . More precisely, it is part of a reentrant cortical-basal ganglia-thalamocortical loop that facilitates and suppresses execution of particular actions via the direct and indirect pathway, respectively (Frank 2006; Aron et al. 2009 ). Particularly, putamen and downstream globus pallidus activity have been shown to be related to movement amplitude and velocity (Alexander et al. 1990 ). Consequently, during the anticipation period, the putamen was a likely site for cue-related motivational information to provide motor preparation with motivational loading and so facilitate ensuing reward-related action. Greater activity for V1.00 as compared with V0.05 reward cues in the left putamen might therefore reflect enhanced cue-triggered motor preparation during the anticipation of reward. Attenuation of such differential cue encoding via emotion regulation in turn indicates decreased differential motor readiness. The fact that the effect was most prominent in the left hemisphere is consistent with the fact that subjects responded exclusively with their right-hand thumbs and index fingers.
We also explored whether the effects seen in the left putamen were somehow linked to behavioral RT. Our analyses revealed that left putamen activity encoded subsequent target RT during nonregulation. This finding confirms that the putamen most likely was a site for the conversion of motivation into action in our experiment. Furthermore, no correlation with RT in this cluster could be observed during emotion regulation, suggesting that emotion regulation abolished RT encoding. This may have prevented facilitation of V1.00 as compared with V0.05 RT and thus led to the observed lack of RT differences between both reward magnitudes during reappraisal. Importantly, loss of correlation between putamen activity and RT could not be attributed to a lack of variability of RT during reappraisal: analysis of the behavioral RT variance showed that, if anything, within-subject variance of RT tended to increase during emotion regulation, speaking against a compression of RT during reappraisal. Furthermore, additional parametric modulations using inverted RT delivered identical results and cast into doubt the notion that putamen RT encoding activity was merely obscured by increases of individual RT variance or outlier trials during reappraisal (Ratcliff 1993 ). The locus of the RT-related effect was located slightly more ventrally and posterior than the interaction maximum seen with the ANOVA analysis. We suggest that this is possibly owing to slightly differential functions of the 2 clusters: whereas activity in the anterior interaction cluster reflected categorical reward cue encoding (V1.00 vs. V0.05), activity in the posterior cluster encoded subsequent RT and was insensitive to categorical cue information per se. We suppose that during nonregulation activity in the anterior cluster might have stimulated activity in the posterior cluster and thus enabled motivation-laden V1.00 cues facilitate motor readiness which ultimately converted to speeded V1.00 RT. Because emotion regulation abolished categorical reward cue encoding in the anterior-dorsal cluster, V1.00 cues may have failed to stimulate higher activity in the posterior-ventral cluster as compared with V0.05 cues, which effected indiscriminate activation and RT levels. Nevertheless, an alternative scenario in which the putamen still encoded RT cannot be ruled out with absolute certainty. In that case, for outlier trials, some neural process during emotion regulation must have disrupted the conversion of putamen activation into corresponding RT and ultimately prevented the putamen from showing significant correlation with RT during reappraisal. We encourage future investigations into the precise timing, spatial localization, and causal relationship of such processes with dynamic causal modeling ) and EPI sequences with higher spatial resolution.
Distancing from feelings led to increased activity in the right temporal parietal junction (TPJ) and in the inferior parietal lobe (IPL), left middle temporal gyrus, and right DLPFC. Activation of the right TPJ/IPL is in line with previous reappraisal studies (Ochsner et al. 2002; Johnstone et al. 2007; Delgado et al. 2008; Goldin et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009; Walter et al. 2009; Erk et al. 2010) and might indicate relocation of attention (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) and switches from an ego to an allocentric perspective (Vogeley and Fink 2003) during reappraisal attempts. The DLPFC is perhaps the most commonly reported area in emotion regulation studies using reappraisal (Beauregard et al. 2001; Ochsner et al. 2004; Urry et al. 2006; Eippert et al. 2007; Kim and Hamann 2007; Delgado et al. 2008; Goldin et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ). DLPFC (BA 9/46) activity has been implicated in working memory (Smith and Jonides 1997) and self-control as revealed by evidence from 2 innovative transcranial magnetic stimulation (Knoch et al. 2006; Knoch and Fehr 2007) and one fMRI study (Hare et al. 2009 ). In particular, the DLPFC seems to contribute to the rule-based selection of responses Jiang and Kanwisher 2003) . In summary, this points to a more general role for the DLPFC in the linking of short-term memory representations to goal-directed motor behavior (Ridderinkhof et al. 2004) . In the present experiment, reappraisal instructions had to be kept in mind and linked to short-term memory representations of predicted reward value as well as to motor preparatory processes in the striatum to implement top-down modulation of the latter. Remarkably, conjoint activation of the TPJ/IPL and DLPFC seems to be sufficient to implement successful regulation of reward (Delgado et al. 2008) , and isolated activity in this parietal-frontal network has been shown to distinguish attempts of decreasing feelings from attempts of increasing feelings during the reappraisal of emotional material (Ochsner et al. 2004) .
A main objective of the present study was to determine whether regulatory effects on reward encoding were a consequence of top-down modulatory influence from the PFC. Consistently, PPI analyses revealed that increases of activity in the DLPFC came along with diminished anticipatory reward cue encoding in the left putamen. What is more, the locus of this PPI activation overlapped substantially with the interaction locus revealed by the ANOVA analysis. However, as PPI analyses are regression-based, they do not allow conclusions about causality or clear-cut directionality. Thus, it is not possible to infer a causal role for the DLPFC from the present PPI findings. For instance, we cannot rule out that a third unknown brain region was the real cause of the observed DLPFC-putamen effects nor can we exclude that the DLPFC itself was influenced by the putamen. Therefore, the present findings are merely consistent with the idea that the DLPFC has exerted modulatory control over reward encoding. If such direct modulation took place, then the PPI results suggest the following scenario: DLPFC activity increased during regulation. Putamen response to low reward increased during regulation, whereas putamen response to high reward decreased during regulation. Activity in the DLPFC correlated positively with putamen activity during both high-and low-reward trials, but the correlation was more positive for low-reward trials. Thus, the DLPFC might have contributed to regulation of reward via increased promotion of low-reward responses. Such a modulatory influence of the DLPFC would concur with previous reports that showed that the DLPFC (BA 9/46) projects to associative anterior Haber et al. 2006; Postuma and Dagher 2006; Di Martino et al. 2008) as well as to sensorimotor domains of the caudate and putamen (Draganski et al. 2008) . Therefore, the DLPFC can exert opposing influences on the motor system via glutamatergic efferents to the direct and indirect cortico-basal ganglia pathways (Bilder et al. 2004; Kalivas and Volkow 2005; Grace et al. 2007; Groenewegen and Trimble 2007; Aron et al. 2009 ). The idea that the DLPFC promoted an increased putamen response to low reward during emotion regulation is consistent with task instructions that required subjects to disengage from any upcoming emotions. During nonregulation, subjects might have perceived V0.05 cues as aversive and actually experienced negative feelings. Conversely, successful disengaging from emotion could have led to a situation in which subjects appraised low-reward cues as less negative, and the putative DLPFC modulation of putamen low-reward responses could reflect such reappraisal. However, we suspect that there must have been an additional neural mechanism that affected V1.00 cue responses directly (or prevented DLPFC's promotion of V1.00 cue responses), presumably via activation of the indirect pathway (Frank 2006; Aron et al. 2009 ) and caused the observed increases of V1.00 RT during regulation. Unfortunately, the neural source of such modulation has escaped detection by our analyses.
Functional connectivity (Postuma and Dagher 2006; Di Martino et al. 2008 ) and diffusion tension fiber tracking studies ) in humans as well as animal anatomy studies (Arikuni and Kubota 1986; McGeorge and Faull 1989) lent support to the idea that corticostriatal connectivity patterns are bilateral, substantiating our finding that there was a link between right DLPFC and left putamen. The PPI activation was located at the intersection of associative and sensorimotor putamen (Alexander et al. 1990; Haber et al. 2006; Grahn et al. 2008; Aron et al. 2009 ). Thus, our finding is in accordance with the concept of convergence zones, in which PFC fibers from different cortico-basal ganglia circuits converge and so permit information exchange among the circuits (Joel and Weiner 1994; Haber et al. 2006; Draganski et al. 2008; Haber and Knutson 2010) .
Classical accounts describe motivational systems functional anatomy as a hierarchy of 3 interconnected cortico-basal ganglia networks, comprising a limbic (medial prefrontal-VST), an associative (DLPFC-basal ganglia), and a sensorimotor (SMAputamen) subsystem (Yin and Knowlton 2006; Balleine and O'Doherty 2010) . The associative network is implicated in goaldirected instrumental behavior that is sensitive to changes in action outcome. The sensorimotor system is involved in the preparation and initiation of motor responses as well as in the programming of habitual (stimulus-response driven) motor behavior that is not outcome-sensitive per se. In the present study, there were no fixed stimulus-response mappings because targets appeared randomly on the left or right side. Consequently, new trials led to switches in action--outcome pairings and activation of the goal-directed system that had to interact with the putamen to promote correct motor responses (Joel and Weiner 1994) . Activity in the limbic ACC-VST system, on the other hand, may have represented stimulus--outcome (coin-reward) mappings and thus reflected motivation in the current experiment. For certain innate and unconditioned behaviors (e.g., feeding and drinking), the VST may trigger motivated action directly via ventral pallidal and nigral relays (Mogenson et al. 1980; Groenewegen and Trimble 2007) . For higher cognitive and more complex motor behavior, however, the VST can only influence action by projections to the associative and sensorimotor systems, where it could provide action with motivational loading (Yin and Knowlton 2006) . In the present study, emotion regulation did not affect reward encoding in the limbic ACC-VST network. This is to some degree contradictory to previous findings (Delgado et al. 2008; Staudinger et al. 2009 ). Comparing task demands may resolve the apparent contradiction: in the previous studies, maintenance of cue-related reward information was not necessary in order to show correct instrumental action. Thus, both experiments possibly allowed subjects to not think of (or not process) the displayed reward cues. In the present study, however, subjects were forced to initially look at the reward cues (coins) and to memorize and map them onto targets (balls, stimulus--stimulus associations) in order to be able to show a correct target response. We suspect that such task demands inevitably led to steady stimulus--outcome representations in the VST-ACC that were propagated to the putamen, no matter what strategy (permit or regulate) was applied. Therefore, emotion regulation could affect reward encoding only at later stages of the motivation-into-action conversion (Mogenson et al. 1980; Groenewegen and Trimble 2007) , namely in the putamen, where it altered reward cue value representations and stimulus--stimulus mappings, inhibited RT encoding, and thus disrupted the conversion of motivation into motor preparation.
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